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This quiz is based on the 6 minute English feature 'Happiness': 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/general/sixminute/2009/04/090409_6min_happiness.shtml 
 
1. An idiomatic way of saying 'to look at something and assess, or examine it' is '_______'. 
a) to bring stick 
b) to get stuck 
c) to take stock 
d) to have stack 

 
2. Objects that you have, as opposed to abstract things like love or happiness, can be called ___. 
a) existing obsessions 
b) material possessions 
c) touchable confessions 
d) hard solids 

 
3. When you get what you want, your feeling is that of ___________. 
a) satisfaccion 
b) satisfacao 
c) satisfaction 
d) soddisfazione 

 
4. If you are pleased with your situation and don't want a change, you are _________. 
a) contemplating 
b) contempt 
c) contents 
d) content 

 
5. Which of these three-letter words means 'great happiness'? 
a) jay 
b) joy 
c) jam 
d) jar 

 
6. Something that meets your needs and expectations is ___________. 
a) fillfulling 
b) filling 
c) fulling 
d) fulfilling 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/general/sixminute/2009/04/090409_6min_happiness.shtml
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ANSWERS 
 

1. An idiomatic way of saying 'to look at something and assess, or examine it' is '_______'. 
 
c) 'To take stock' - this is correct.  
 

 
2.  Objects that you have, as opposed to abstract things like love or happiness, can be called ___. 
 
b) 'Material possessions' - this is correct. 
 
 
3.  When you get what you want, your feeling is that of ___________. 
 
a), b) and d) Sorry, this is not a word in English, although it does exist in another European 
language. 
c) 'Satisfaction' - this is correct. 
 

 
4.  If you are pleased with your situation and don't want a change, you are _________. 
 
d)  'Content' - this is correct. 
 

 
5.  Which of these three-letter words means 'great happiness'? 
 
b)  'Joy' - this is correct.  
 

 
6.  Something that meets your needs and expectations is ___________. 
 
d) 'Fulfilling' - this is correct.  

 

You can try this quiz online at: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/apps/ifl/worldservice/quiznet/quizengine?ContentType=text/html;quiz=1220_happy 
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